British Columbia Economic Development Association
5428 Highroad Crescent
Chilliwack, BC V2R 3Y1

Calendar of Events
March 8, 2020
- March 10, 2020

info@bceda.ca

2020 BC Economic Summit
Delta Hotels by Marriott Grand Okanagan Resort
1310 Water Street
Kelowna, Br V1Y 9P3

02:00 PM Mar 8 - 10:00 PM Mar 10, 2019
Ashleigh Volcz, 6047957119
ashleigh@bceda.ca
Communities of all sizes, whether local, regional, or Indigenous, face questions and
challenges for growth, while working to maintain the vibrancy and innovation necessary
to be at the forefront of an increasingly competitive global community. Local leaders
know that the choices they make today will have a lasting impact on the community of
tomorrow. They are forced to make difficult decisions, balancing the need for innovation
and challenging the status quo with sound, trusted policies to ensure that citizens’
needs and concerns are met. In order to best serve the community, both today and into
the future, leaders need to be creative and resourceful, considering new options and
different ideas on collaboration to find new, unique, and viable ways of addressing these
issues.
The 2020 BC Economic Summit, will feature a carefully-selected collection of speakers,
case studies and best practices, culled from around BC and beyond. Energizing
Economic Development through Collaboration will bring together diverse perspectives
on community revitalization, to help leaders identify potential opportunities and to inspire
new ways of thinking about local challenges and increased teamwork and
collaboration.
March 16, 2020
- March 18, 2020

ABM Indigenous: Vancouver Island (in partnership with the Songhees First Nation)
Songhees Innovation Centre
1100 Admirals Road
Victoria, BC V9A 2P6

1 pm Monday to 4.30 pm Wednesday
Katrin Harry, 604-483-6421
katrin@advancedbusinessmatch. com
ABM Indigenous connects Indigenous and non-Indigenous decision makers to create
opportunities for business. It is a powerful technology-facilitated business matching
forum with events held across Canada. ABM provides decision makers in charge of
economic and business development with a competitive edge in the market. ABM
combines customized technology with effective market knowledge to help delegates find
and connect with specific opportunities for success. ABM encourages representatives
from Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities to use the event to jointly pursue
opportunities and attract investment in the the context of their regional economies.
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May 11, 2020
- May 13, 2020

ABM Indigenous: West (in partnership with Tk'emlups Business Development and Indiginous
Thompson Rivers University
805 TRU Way
Kamloops, BC V2C 0C8

1 pm Monday to 4.30 pm Wednesday
Katrin Harry, 604-483-6421
katrin@advancedbusinessmatch. com
ABM Indigenous connects Indigenous and non-Indigenous decision makers to create
opportunities for business. It is a powerful technology-facilitated business matching
forum with events held across Canada. ABM provides decision makers in charge of
economic and business development with a competitive edge in the market. ABM
combines customized technology with effective market knowledge to help delegates find
and connect with specific opportunities for success. ABM encourages representatives
from Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities to use the event to jointly pursue
opportunities and attract investment in the the context of their regional economies.
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